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TRANSCRIPTION

[00:03]

TGRW: Today is July 11th, 2022. My name is Tameron Williams from the Merrill-Cazier Library Special
Collections and Archives. This morning we are interviewing Helen Bond Plylar, biology/ecology
PhD student, researcher, and past member of the USUSA Graduate Student Council. This is
another oral history interview for the Covid Collection Project. Good morning, Helen.
HBP:

Good afternoon.

TGRW: So, to start, could we just briefly talk about your time here at Utah State, when you started first
attending classes, and then your research focus? Just set the stage for us.
HBP:

Yeah. It might make sense for me to kind of give a little background on how I ended up at USU,
which will be brief, but it’s kind of interesting and maybe highlights how [while] Covid has been
a little bit challenging, it’s better than what I [was] used to. So, I actually started a PhD program
in Florida at the Florida Institute of Technology in 2015. I was three years in, I was past my
comprehensive exams, and my advisor quit roughly two days before the start of the spring
semester. So I was pretty untethered.
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Luckily, I went against the recommendation of my supervising committee and attended a
conference in Rochester, New York in summer of 2018. It was the joint meeting of ichthyologists
and herpetologists and on the very last night of that meeting, I was in line for beer at the closing
event, which is this wild auction. It’s a fundraiser auction. And I just happened to get in line
behind Al, and he just happened to turn around—Al Savitzky, my current advisor. He just
happened to turn around, and he saw that I was at Florida Tech. he asked me if I was in so and
so’s lab, and I said, “Yeah. Well, I was, but he quit. So, yay,” and he was like, “Well, I mean, are
you working on pythons and boas and infrared sensory systems? I imagine you are because that’s
the lab you’re in,” and I was like, “Yeah, that’s exactly what I’m working on,” and he was like,
“Well, that’s one of my interests too, so you should join my lab.”
[02:26]
So, basically between July 15th, which was when me and Al met and August 15th, I interviewed
with him, applied, got accepted, and moved all the way across the country to get here, and it has
been an overall great experience, way better than what I was dealing with at my previous
institution.
So, I started in summer of 2018. Al was not on sabbatical, but he was on a research trip to Japan
for at least half of my first year here. The first year is spent prepping your proposal, getting your
research plan together, and figuring out what you’re going to do, and so that was 2018 verging on
2019. Am I still sticking with the question?
TGRW: You’re good.
HBP:

Okay, yeah, verging on 2019. And I finally started to get my project together, my research
planned out. I made one trip to the Smithsonian herpetology collections to take a look at some
material that Al had deposited there previously thinking that I was going to get to use that for my
research. I attended a necessary workshop, [at] Friday Harbor Labs, and then we started our fall
semester teaching, all going well, proceeding as usual, and then of course, we returned in spring
of 2020 and Covid. So, yeah, and that kind of got me off the rails there a bit. Did I answer all the
rest of—

TGRW: Yeah, you’re good. So, you want to go straight into that? So, just after spring break March 2020,
Utah State University closes campus, and the Covid-19 response plan from cancellation of events
to remote learning on March 18th, specifically. How did all that impact you?
[04:38]
HBP:

Yeah. So, [here at] USU, we went with our Covid contingency plans. We kind of shut down
[normal] operations for a while, and that was one thing. I was able to teach remotely. I was able
to continue my courses remotely, so that was helpful. That was useful. I ultimately chose to go
stay with family for most of the duration of [the initial] Covid quarantine period, so like spring
2020 through summer 2020 just to make sure I was nearby if anything happened with my
parents[.] [B]ut being able to work remotely was helpful.
Unfortunately, USU wasn’t the only [institution] that shut down or suspended operations. The
Smithsonian did as well. [F]rom spring 2020 to now, the herpetology collections at the
Smithsonian have been closed, so I can’t access materials. I was able to get one shipment of the
materials I needed to look at, slide boxes and histological sections that Al had made previously
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and donated. I was able to get those in [February 2020], start working on [them], and then [our
lab] shut down, and yeah.
So, I had a whole project planned around being able to use the Smithsonian collections and I kind
of had to pivot and make alternate plans. I don’t think it really affected my teaching and my
coursework [so much]. I did have to teach a few courses remotely which had its challenges, but it
really did slow down my research. In ways that I was able to come back from, luckily, but that
required some creative thinking and problem solving.
[06:46]
TGRW: I mean, you can speak to the challenges teaching courses during this time even.
HBP:

Yeah. So, the first thing that happened was I was teaching human anatomy in [Spring] 2020,
which is a course that I taught previously in [Spring] 2019. I’m an anatomist, so I have plenty of
experience with anatomy, and I end up getting tapped to teach human anatomy [pretty
frequently], which is not my specialty but obviously, I am familiar given that I am a human. It’s
kind of where you start when you learn anatomy.
[Typically] students have actual cadavers to work with and learn from, [but] that was out of the
question immediately. We had to do a full pivot and bring what is usually a very hands-on, very
involved lab course into a remote setting, and that had its challenges. I don’t think the students—I
mean, you can learn from pictures and books, which is what they ultimately had to do, but it’s not
quite the same as learning through hands-on activities. We continued human anatomy like that
through the summer.
In the fall [of 2020], I was the writing TA for [the] evolution [course] taught by the late Dr. Frank
Messina and that involved just remote interactions with students to try to help them understand
the writing process. And yeah, that was tough. You can turn around feedback, but there’s
something about being able to sit down with people and actually work through [their writing with
them] and explain things and talk through them that gets missed in remote courses. I think we did
a pretty good job. Students seemed to learn a lot from it and get a lot from it, but that was a pretty
unique challenge.

[09:14]
The next thing is we—Al teaches a herpetology course every spring, and he did not want to stop
teaching herpetology in spring of 2021. Neither did I because it was my first opportunity to teach
that class. My two other lab mates had taught it previously [and they] got to teach it in person.
But as [Al and I] were walking through this [course] and talking about it together, we quickly
realized that the course, [or] at least the lab [component of the] course as it was traditionally
taught (which is to do dissections, look at specimens in our teaching collection, etc.) simply could
not happen remotely. So, Al and I worked together to figure out how to get both the lecture and
the lab into an online format, and I ultimately [had] the opportunity for the first time to design my
own lab course. We were able to use existing online resources and digital activities that I think
actually kind of add[ed a lot] to it. We made this course for remote learning, but we were able to
bring it into the classroom spring [2022].
So, in previous semesters, students would look at specimens. They would learn the basics of
herpetology, learning how to ID certain animals, key them out using a – damn, what am I
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thinking? – [dichotomous] key, and then they would spend a lot of time learning the taxonomy
and doing dissections, learning about the anatomy, but they weren’t [so much] learning skills that
could transfer. In the herp lab course that we redesigned, [we incorporated] things like RStudio so
that they could learn how to make distribution maps[, etc.].
[11:43]
There’s a lot of online anatomical resources, one of which is MorphoSource where people take
micro-CT scans, and upload them for anyone to use. So, we were able to effectively use those to
measure different anatomical traits, and not only were [the students] able to learn about the
anatomy, but they were also able to learn about some of the [anatomical] analysis, the digital
analysis that goes into any morphometric study.
Yeah, and so it was challenging, but I think it was a good opportunity because it gave us the
chance to step back and kind of bring that lab into 2022, into more modern times. Because the
reality is [that with] a lot of research, [whether] it’s field-based or lab-based, you ultimately end
up in front of a computer coding or doing some [type of digital analysis]. So, having the
opportunity to incorporate those materials and teach the students those skills has been really
good, I think.
TGRW: And so, academic year ’20 to ’21, so fall ’20 into spring ’21, where are you at in your research?
How are your own studies coming along?
HBP:

Let’s see. So, I started in fall 2018. By that point, in fall 2020, I was starting my second year,
right? And basically, I was not getting any—well, in my mind, I wasn’t getting any research
done. Like I said, I had to pivot and make some difficult decisions to cut things from my research
that I really thought were super important to me and remain important to me, but I’ll just have to
figure it out later.

[13:51]
Entering fall of 2020, I’m just starting my tenure as the USUSA grad director, which is
effectively the chair [or] president of the grad student council here at USU. So, I was doing that. I
was finishing my last two [required] classes remotely, which was interesting. And on top of all of
that, I was also completing my comprehensive exams for candidacy, so that was a really chaotic
semester. I don’t feel like I [got] a lot done research wise. However, I was able to make
connections with people from the wildlife agencies and invasive species management programs in
Florida in summer of 2020, and they were able to get me a lot of specimens, Burmese pythons,
tegus, [and] Nile monitors that would have otherwise [been wasted.] They’re pulled from the
[ecosystem] because they are non-natives they’re invasive, and they’re doing a lot of damage
down there. So, [FWC] end[s] up, [with] like [,] freezers full of these specimens that they take
some basic data from, but ultimately, they get incinerated and not [otherwise] used.
In late summer 2020, I made this cross-country road trip to pick up what [ended up being] two or
three giant coolers of frozen [lizard and snake] specimens, and I had to carry them [all the way]
back [to Utah] in a heatwave. Luckily, they didn’t melt. But [acquiring those specimens] started
to shift my research in a different direction. Where originally, I was deadest on only studying
the— I guess I haven’t even mentioned my research, but I was dead set on only studying the
infrared imaging system of boas and pythons, its morphology, its development, its evolution. But
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because I lost that time at the Smithsonian and because I had to pivot, I had to make some
changes. And so, [since] I was able to get those [specimens from FWC], I started a project that
ultimately is going to form the first chapter of my dissertation, which involves the differences in
tongue structure between tegus, snakes, and monitor lizards who all use tongue flicking as an
important part of their prey [detection and] acquisition process.
[16:54]
I was also able to make connections with a professor at Arizona State University, Dr. Dale
DeNardo who has a really great resource, a giant colony of [Antaresia children, or Children’s
pythons]. They are an Australian python species. They’re pretty small. [When] most people think
about pythons, they think about [Burmese] pythons because they’re constantly in the news, and
those things are massive. But [Antaresia], at least [Antaresia children], they’re super small, so
that makes them convenient to house as research [animals]. And because of how [Dr. DeNardo’s]
research works, [he] has a breeding program, and end[s] up producing a lot of additional snakes
[each year] that they don’t use.
So, he was able to get me some hatchlings so I could start my own colony eventually, and we
started making plans so that he could get me embryos. Snake embryos are kind of challenging to
acquire. If you acquire them from a live-bearing snake[s] like [garter] snake[s], then it ends up
being a surgical procedure, usually multiple surgical procedures. Luckily, pythons lay eggs, so
there’s that. But then it becomes a process of rearing the eggs and making sure they get to the
right stages before you take them. I think because of Covid, maybe a lot of people were feeling a
lot more collaborative and generally, there was a lot of helpfulness, especially in the herpetology
[community]—well, I won’t say “especially” because that’s not [necessarily] true. From what I
witnessed [at least] in the academic herpetological community, people were willing to try to make
sure everybody pulled through.
[18:56]
So, yeah. Not a lot of research done, but a lot of planning. And then I took my comprehensive
exams and from those exams, that really kind of helped me really form my research [proposal]
and [establish] a clear [path] forward. It’s a written exam followed by an oral exam a couple [of]
weeks later, and each person on the [dissertation] committee gives you a series of questions to
think about and respond to. You get a day for each question set, or actually eight hours. Having
the time to be able to sit with that and think about things [was great.] I was able to write two grant
proposals from [what I wrote during] that [exam] that were funded.
So, while there was a slowdown, and I’m still recovering from that slowdown in my research, I
still think I got a lot done, maybe even more than I would’ve gotten done if I had been having to
take multiple trips back and forth to lab a day. Does that answer that? Sorry I’m longwinded.
TGRW: You’re fine. Well, let me pick up on something you had said there. You said you had finished up
your last two classes and those were “interesting” in the fall semester. What do you mean
“interesting”?
[20:28]
HBP:

It was interesting because I think the remote—I mean, they were interesting because of the
content. But I think the remote format—I don't know. It was kind of strange. Honestly, I think it
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might have been kind of more helpful for those particular classes because they involved a lot of
reading and working with others to complete different projects and whatnot. And I think having
the downtime—well, not so much downtime, but there’s no commute. You’re forced, in my
case—oh, God, I’m losing my voice. I mean, this is the most I’ve talked in a while. Sorry. The
lack of a commute coupled with the fact that I was just basically forced to sit in my basement
apartment all day every day, it kind of gave me more time to work on things and think about
things, and I think that made those classes stand out to me of all the classes that I’ve taken
throughout my PhD both here and at Florida Tech.
I have ADHD. It’s actually pretty severe. And so, having the opportunity to work on things at my
own pace in my own time in my own place helped me really absorb that knowledge whereas I
think in a typical semester, [I’d] be forced to rush back and forth [to campus and between
building], and [that introduces] chaos in the learning process. Like other small variables that
make it kind of hard to focus, and there was none of that. I was able to focus just fine.
[22:34]
TGRW: All right. And then, let’s kind of step back a moment. You had talked very briefly there that in
that fall semester, you had started your work as part of the USUSA graduate student council. Can
you just kind of talk about your first forays into student government here at Utah State and your
time as the graduate student council director, especially during—I mean, well, the year that you
were doing it, Covid.
HBP:

Yeah. So, I have a long running history of student government [work starting from when] I was in
undergrad and [continuing] at every step [along] the way. So undergrad, master’s, first PhD
program, [in] all those instances, I was involved in student government. Then during my master’s
and initial PhD, I was on the biology grad student council for both of those [institutions], and so it
just followed kind of naturally. I like getting involved in stuff like that.
After my first semester here at USU, after our first semester, we have the opportunity to run for
biology graduate student association offices, and so I ran and was elected to serve as the vice
president of the biology graduate student association starting in spring 2019, and that was going
to be the first full year, spring 2019 through fall 2019. That was an advocacy position, so it meant
hearing from graduate students, hearing their concerns, their issues, and kind of being the
interface between the graduate students and the biology program and the department, the college,
etc.

[24:41]
As BGSA vice president, that automatically meant that I was also the biology rep on the College
of Science grad student council, and that gave me the opportunity to work with the
representatives from the other departments in the college and gain a more complete perspective
[of the overall grad student experience] that I was able to communicate to the biology grad
students. Then, at the end of the fall semester in 2019, basically nobody else really wanted to
chair the College of Science graduate student council. I was coming to the end of my term as
BGSA vice president, so if I had not become chair of the College of Science grad student council,
that would’ve been pretty much the end of it. But I was just like, “Okay, well, I can do it. I have
time.” I think everybody else was pretty much—they were further along in their grad student
careers and maybe a little bit busier.
USU COVID-19 2022: HELEN PLYLAR
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And while I think that it maybe seems weird that I just kind of dove right into politics here, the
grad student politics [that is], I think that having previous experience in student government as a
grad student—even though technically I had just started, I was also three years into another PhD
program elsewhere, and I had more experience [under] my belt starting out, so it didn’t feel that
strange to me to just kind of move up the ladder.
[26:38]
I served one term as College of Science grad council chair. Being College of Science grad council
chair meant that I was also – it’s a little convoluted – also the College of Science representative
on the grad student council, and that is how it always was. The colleges typically sent their own
representatives [, elected internally]. For some reason at the end of that spring semester, and I
maybe could blame Covid for it, things getting chaotic because of Covid and nobody really
knowing what was going on.
The new—oh, man. And this is going to sound like I’m trash talking, but I’m not. The new
USUSA grad senator who was elected and started his term at the end of spring 2020, he decided
to take a different approach to appointing representatives to the various colleges, which was to
just send out kind of an all-call for people to join as representatives from the different colleges.
Which was kind of a weird and chaotic way to do it and ignored [both] how things had
traditionally been done and the rationale for the way things had been done. But I saw that email
and I was like, “What the—” I was like, “Well, hey. Look, I just started my term as College of
Science rep [on the USUSA grad council], and the reason I am [in] that [position] is because I’m
connected to the College of Science council. If you just bring whoever else in, there [will] be a
disconnect. You can’t just do that.”
[28:32]
And so, as I’m complaining about that, he was like, “Well, why don’t you just apply to be grad
director? That would solve that problem,” and I was just like, “Okay. Well, I guess that’s a way to
do it,” so I did, and went through an interview process and got [it]—the position of grad director
is not elected, at least [it wasn’t] at that time. I don't know if it’s changed since then. It was like
the senator who is elected interviews people who apply and then appoints the best candidate, I
guess. I’m not sure that I necessarily was the best candidate, but I was surely the most riled up
about all of everything.
So, anyways, I started my term as grad student council director and president, and that was
challenging. I’m sure he’ll never hear this, but maybe. Whatever. I think I’ve told him how I feel
about it. But me and the senator didn’t see eye to eye [from the start], so that made what was
already going to be a very difficult term in office, one that was probably going to be super
unproductive even more so. He was more worried about getting art murals installed than he was
about ensuring graduate students maintained their healthcare [, for instance]. He was more
concerned about the little nice things that make the campus better [aesthetically], but less so
concerned about graduate student wellbeing, which is the entire point of the job.
[30:33]
So, we butted heads, and that made that term difficult because as grad student council president
and grad director, I was overseeing the grad student council, and the idea is that I [was] in charge
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of the grad student council, [and] the senator [was supposed to be] the representative of the
USUSA, the broader student government on the grad student council. So, there needs to be that
connection, otherwise the grad students just kind of get shut out. And there wasn’t that
connection, so it was a pain. But then there was also just kind of a—[there] was pretty low morale
for everybody. We started off with establishing goals and things that we wanted to get done, and
then it just became kind of a, “Okay, well, we need to be concerned about these other things that
are coming up.” [and some of those goals didn’t get realized.]
Towards the end of fall 2020 or beginning of spring 2021, there was a threat to grad student
healthcare coverage or at least coverage for dependents. The contract was up, and they were
trying to go through different providers, and there was a possibility that grad students with
dependents would lose coverage for those dependents, which is a huge problem because a lot of
graduate students here are married and have kids, I think probably more so than [at] a lot of other
universities.
[32:23]
So, we worked on that issue. We worked on getting the GRE requirements at least at the
university level overturned. I think they ended up leaving it up to the individual departments to
decide if they wanted to [maintain] the GRE requirement, [but overturning at least the university
level requirement] was important to me, and I think to everybody, because it meant that we were
able to at least strike down one financial barrier to entering grad school.
But yeah, we ended up with all these big plans and big projects that we wanted to do, and it ended
up just kind of—because of the remote nature of everything that year, we just had to cut it down
to the bare necessities of making sure that graduate students weren’t getting overlooked and also
that we weren’t making things even more difficult by removing healthcare coverage and—God,
that’s the only thing I can think about right now. There were a number of initiatives that we were
able to carry out, but it wasn’t, I don’t think, nearly as productive as a typical year.
TGRW: And is that kind of an extension of the remote working morale, or is that…
HBP:

I think so. I mean, like I said, there was already a disconnect between grad student council and
the general student government, but then yeah. Working remotely […] I just don’t think that any
of the things that we were trying to accomplish were on the forefront of peoples’ minds. People
were having their entire research programs upended. I mean, it’s a little different for undergrads –
right? – because they have their coursework. Generally, research is pretty optional [for them]. So,
I mean, as long as their coursework is able to progress as usual, it’s fine. With grad students, we
have coursework, we have comprehensive exams, and we have our research, and the whole
reason we’re here is for the research. If that starts to fall apart, then everything just goes to hell
pretty quickly.

[34:51]
And I think that a lot of people were—I mean, maybe not, but I think a lot of people were really
much more concerned with making sure that they were getting the really important stuff done,
and [student government] became even more secondary than it typically is, which is totally fine,
and I totally understand it because I was right here with them. I think we tried our best, and
that’s—yeah. Might just be considered a lost year, which—I mean, for a lot of things.
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TGRW: Yeah. And these are—I mean, grad students are already people involved in difficult programs,
so…
HBP:

Yeah. I really wish that I had been able to do that job in a year that wasn’t Covid because I think
we could’ve accomplished a lot more and it could’ve been a lot better, but I am just happy that we
were able to keep things afloat and keep moving forward as best we could.

TGRW: So, talking about the immediate past academic year, so ’21 to ’22, the Utah legislature mandated
a return to classrooms while also mandating that we couldn’t mandate masks or vaccines or social
distance. By this point, you’re finished as grad director, right? So, what does that year look like
for you? What does it look like for your research? What does it look like for your overall
program?
[36:36]
HBP:

Yeah. Let’s see. When was that? My research really started to pick up in the past year, so there’s
that. [There was] the return to campus and then there was a return to our lab. Our lab was
effectively just not functioning [at all] for the duration of Covid. Actually, just prior to Covid,
like the onset of that whole thing, we had moved lab [locations]. So, our lab was initially in a part
of the building that was being renovated, and we ended up moving into our new lab space, and
then they had a bunch of construction that kept us out of it, and then Covid happened. So, not
only was our lab [, not functioning just because] we weren’t there, but there was a lot to do to
make that space functional when we came back. But luckily, we were able to get rolling and get
things done.
I have made a lot of progress in data collection in the past—well, since – what? – fall 2021?
Yeah. So, that’s been good. Our lab is pretty isolated. We don’t really have people coming in and
out, so we didn’t have to super worry about [Covid exposure]—the people that were coming into
our lab were amenable to wearing a mask, which our lab has been pretty strict about, even now.
We’re still [masking] in lab and when we’re teaching, [and] walking down the halls when people
are here.

[38:35]
So, research-wise, that was fine. It became a challenge with teaching, I think, because I’ve been
very much concerned about people getting [infected]. I kind of trust that people, like the
professors and the grad students in my department [are taking precautions]. I trust the undergrads
a little less just because I know what I was like as an undergrad. And while I like to think that I
would’ve been cool about all this, I know I would’ve probably been a little stubborn. I know that.
So, I don’t think that they’ve been as cautious, and so that made me a little concerned about
returning to teaching [in person]. We were not able to mandate masks, but we were able to use
creative language to make it seem like that was—well, [that] it was the expectation. We still had
those expectations and we still tried to enforce them without flatly telling people that they had to.
“We would like you to wear a mask to class. We would prefer it if you did. Masks are requested,
but not required,” and that’s actually been good. A lot of people have been cooperating, I think.
And I don't know. I taught in person for fall of 2021 and spring of 2022. [Only] a couple people
in those classes weren’t wearing their mask and generally not seeming to care one way or the
other about Covid safety.
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I tend to teach upper-level courses, but with human anatomy which I teach in the summer and
with ecology lab which I TA’ed for in the fall, those are not so upper level. They’re like 200ish or
maybe even 100. So, those are students that have started during Covid or maybe in a post-Covid
world.
[41:11]
[The students] that started during Covid where they were pretty much limited to remote learning,
I think that they’ve had a hard time getting back into the swing of things or even figuring out
what the swing of things is. They seem to struggle to self-motivate a little bit. They also seem
to—I don't know how to say it. They seem unenthusiastic [,] more so as usual [for] an
introductory course that you’re not super into. They seem less enthusiastic overall, [and] have a
hard time self-motivating, and that’s an important part of college. It’s not like high school. You
don’t have to be here. You’re [not] going to be truant or whatever, I mean, [university attendance
is] optional. You’re paying for it.
I don't know. It seems to have affected this most recent crop of undergrads, and I’m a little
worried for them. They don’t seem to care as much, try as [hard]. Not to say that they don’t try [at
all] and not to talk badly about any of my students. Anyways, does that answer your question?
TGRW: Yeah. So, I mean, talking about those students, talking about your Utah State community, the
students, the professors, the grad students that you’re working with, how have you seen Covid
affect them broadly?
[43:13]
HBP:

You know, I’m talking about the lack of motivation of the undergrads, but I think that this has
been a struggle for everybody, I mean, even the rest of us that started college and grad school
under normal circumstances where there was a different initial set of expectations. Everybody I
think has struggled. I think the isolation during quarantine was hard for some people. I think a lot
of people who operated within a 9:00 to 5:00 paradigm, which is not me and never has been and
hopefully never will be [,] but [for a lot of people] working from home [really] messed [them] up.
I think coming back online, so to speak [--or rather offline, coming back in person--] I think that’s
been a challenge for everybody. Peoples’ entire routines got upended, for [at least] one year, but
for a lot of people two years.
And for graduate students, probably for undergraduates too – I lack the perspective on that – for
graduate students who started during Covid, I mean, there are people who started their master’s
fall 2020, spring 2019 or spring 2019, fall 2020 who I’ve seen their defense announcements
[come through] and I’m just like, “Who?” There are grad students in my department that I’ve
never met, and I think I’m pretty social, so that feels weird.

[45:11]
I’ve talked with a few grad students or PhDs who started in the early phases of Covid, and they
seem to really struggle initially because our social interactions were limited if they occurred at all.
And so, I mean, these people were moving across the country potentially to a place where they
even had nobody. Nothing was happening [in person] we were meeting these people in Zoom
classrooms. I hope that [many of those] people have come back from that, but I think that set the
tone for the start of a grad career. And that’s not good because part of being in academia is
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collaborating and network and establishing this friend group that will follow you for the rest of
your career. Not being able to form those connections with people, I don't know [...] I just think I
have all these friends that I have met in grad school–Most of my friends are friends that I’ve met
in grad school. I know that one day, I’ll be a professor over here and someone will be a professor
over here and someone will be at an agency over here and we’ll still be able to communicate and
talk through things, share resources, send students to other peoples’ labs, [etc.] I worry about
what that loss, even just temporary loss of connection has done for some people. I think that there
might be master students whose entire grad program was spent separate from everybody else and
they didn’t get to meet people and they didn’t have [the opportunity to build those] connections.
They probably didn’t interface regularly with their advisors. And I think maybe some that would
have started in normal times and progressed in normal times might have gone onto PhDs, but then
that probably shuttered the joy of research for a lot of people because it was hard and maybe
potentially [unhappy] for some.
[47:37]
And for new faculty, Gods. I don’t even want to—I don't know. I don’t have the perspective
there, but I know my partner started a professorship in New Mexico this past spring. And New
Mexico’s been taking it a little more seriously, they were still largely working remotely at least at
his university even through the spring. Everybody’s still masking. Everybody’s still being super
cautious. He started there, and he’s about to—it was a visiting professorship kind of postdoc
situation, so he’s moving to another faculty position in Florida, and he’s just like, “Well, I don't
know anyone in my department, so that sucks. I’ve been here for six months, and I[‘ve] barely
met people because we can’t do anything. I think that that’s what a lot of faculty probably
experienced here [at USU too], and I can imagine that being pretty demotivating.
And coming in and trying to start a lab and not really being able to effectively, that’s got to suck.
Hopefully, we won’t have any kind of other giant pandemic that’ll do that to me when I start my
own lab. I imagine that would be awful.
TGRW: So, that kind of touches on something we talked to a lot of people about is mental health impact. I
mean, Covid kind of awoke that unpopular discussion of “Yeah, well, mental health is a thing we
should actually talk about.” I mean, can you speak to that at all?
[49:18]
HBP:

Yeah. So, I think a lot of people are shocked to hear it, but I’m pretty introverted. I like being
alone. Being isolated and kind of relegated to my basement didn’t really—it made things in some
ways better for me. I was able—so, like I said, I have ADHD, and it’s pretty severe. And I say,
“pretty severe”, yeah, I can function, but it’s not the same. So, I think that having no schedule, no
real expectations, just a here’s a Zoom class here, a Zoom class here, I was able to finally set my
own schedule that actually works for me, and it helped increase my productivity.
But then I think a lot of people, the isolation, and not just the isolation but the constant worry, like
you go to the grocery store, and do you have Covid now? I think it was difficult for a lot of
people, and depending on your personality type, the type of person you are, I think that had a
huge impact. My partner, I know he’s not at USU, but I mentioned him. He is very extroverted.
He gets his energy from being around other people, and he was just like, “This sucks. I can’t hang
out with my friends. I can’t do anything,” and that was depressing for him. [It seemed like quite]
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a lot of experienced having to sit with themselves and be alone with their thoughts and be kind of
separate [from the rest of the world for the maybe the first time ever].
[51:25]
[Obviously] I’m not a psychologist. I don't know. But it seems like that maybe brought some
issues that might’ve already been preexisting to the forefront, like people who were already
experiencing bouts of depression and anxiety, I think those were really coming to a head. And
also, beyond that, access to mental healthcare was a challenge. People didn’t want to go and sit in
a doctor’s office because they didn’t want to be exposed, or they were having to opt for
telehealth, which [is]just not quite the same.
But that was another thing that came up with the grad student council is mental health, and it was
one of the things we ended up dealing with. For some reason, CAPS decided that [their services
would be limited to those taking 3+ credit hours]—even though everybody, if you [are] enrolled,
[independent of ] how many hours you [are] enrolled for, you’re still paying a fee towards CAPS.
And if you’re enrolled for one hour versus three hours (which is full-time), it’s only a difference
of 3 bucks in terms of what you pay towards CAPS. They decided that you had to have a
minimum number of credit hours, and that minimum number I think was three to be able to
access that mental healthcare. It came at a time where it was just like, “Really, guys? Come on.
People are doing poorly. People need this resource.” It should not depend on credit hour load. If
you’re registered as a student, you should be able to access those services. If you’re paying those
fees, you should be able to access them. But that was—I fielded a lot of emails from people who
were struggling with accessing those resources even more so than previously, and that was tough.
[53:39]
And I think a lot of people experienced pauses to their research programs, to their other setbacks,
Covid. If you got Covid, that comes with a certain set of symptoms, and some people have these
lasting symptoms that can really—I mean, if you’re feeling poorly, that really chips away at your
overall wellbeing, and your mental wellbeing being a huge part of that. And yeah, but I think we
ended up, like you said, having more conversations about mental health, and graduate students, at
least my friends started being more willing to be like, “Hey, I can’t do this. I’m struggling today,”
or because we started having those discussions, people started to maybe see that it’s okay, and
they could use that newfound sense of okayness to set boundaries.
I think that people maybe started to feel a little bit more compassion for other people and [make
an effort to empathize with] how they were struggling physically, mentally, and otherwise, and I
think that has carried on beyond [the initial] quarantine period, which is good.
TGRW: And then speaking to your experiences, especially with time to reflect on it, what has the
pandemic ended up meaning to you? How has it affected your views and everything personally,
professionally, academically?
[55:48]
HBP:

Yeah. Well, because I was unable to as effective collaborate and network and travel, which is a
huge part of [academia], it has really made me reflect on how [opportunities] that I had
previously taken for granted (like being able to go to a conference and chat with people and being
able to just pop right into someone’s office and have a quick discussion about something) are
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really important to getting science done. And like I said, I think that people got more
collaborative and started working more to try to help people out of tough situations, so that was
good. But yeah, let’s see. What am I thinking right now? It’s made me also reflect on how we
conduct those collaborations, how we conduct our science, and also how we communicate and
teach that science.
[57:42]
So, I think one of the major things that I took from this is that there’s more than one way to skin a
cat. There’s more than one way to teach herpetology. And it’s really important to try to figure out
effective and adaptable ways to teach and also, it’s important to consider the—I’m talking about
my students feeling generally unmotivated and seemingly just a little bit less connected than
previous years, and I think that that has made me and others want to be more compassionate
towards them. So, where typically, you don’t turn in an assignment, well, that’s a zero. It’s like,
“Okay. Well, you didn’t turn in this assignment. Is everything okay?” That has become a more
regular thing, at least with me and Al. We’ve started to introduce a lot more leniency to our
teaching, and I think that’s been good. That’s been valuable, and that’s made me really reflect on
how I want to one day design and carry out my own courses, and that’s with an understanding
that everybody learns a little differently, and people have a lot going on.
So, I think Covid has taught me that people have a lot going on. Everybody’s kind of doing their
own thing and fighting their own internal battle, [so] you have to adjust your expectations of
people and of situations. [For example,] just because a student is not turning in assignments
doesn’t mean that they’re a bad student. If you reach out and you talk to them, it could be because
they’re struggling with their mental health, their family members are sick, they have all
these[other] things [going on that are impacting their ability to get their school work done].
[59:56]
So, that has been an important takeaway, is that I guess there’s no—learning isn’t made better, or
it’s not made better by trying to—people don’t learn more effectively when you’re super strict
with them. It doesn’t help necessarily. And I think our students have gotten a lot more from the
courses as we’ve been teaching them with compassion and [understanding], And I think that
that’s something that’s important [to carry] forward, but I think in general we need to be more
considerate of others and think outside of our own bubble and realize that everybody needs to
work together. I guess that answers your question. I’m kind of rambling at this point. I’ve been
rambling the whole time, but…
TGRW: It’s fine. Like I said, it’s your story to tell. So, before we wrap up, is there anything else you’d
like to talk about that I haven’t addressed here in these questions regarding your experiences with
Covid-19?
HBP:

I don’t think so, no. I think it sucked, but it didn’t end up being nearly as detrimental to my work
as I thought it would be. There were a lot of setbacks, but setbacks are something that it’s
ultimately helpful to have to learn to deal with, especially early on [in your career]. [Those]
setbacks will happen always [even under ideal conditions]. Having to deal with those setbacks as
a graduate student, that’s been—it sucked, but I was able to move on, and it helped me kind of
develop some more creative problem-solving skills, and [to] learn to let things go when they start
to fall apart. Yeah.
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TGRW: Good advice. Helen, I would like to thank you for your time this afternoon discussing your
experiences during the Covid pandemic here at Utah State University.
HBP:

Thank you.

[End of recording – 01:02:30]
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